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ABSTRACT. The giant dipole resonance in 12C and 28Si is studied in the frame of the continuum
random-phase-approximation throry. The behaviour of the resonance is analized for a momentum
dependent particle-hole interaction of the Skyrme formoThe predictions of the theory for the total
photonuclear cross scction ami otlJer photonuclear proccsses using different parametrizations of
the p-h interaction are studied and the experimental data are compared with the ealculations
perforllled with the Skyrme-parallletrization that best fits thelll.

RESUMEN. La resonancia di polar gigante en 12C y 28Si es estudiada dentro de la aproximación de
fases aleatorias. El comportamiento de la resonancia es analizada usando una interacción efectiva
dependiente del momento del tipo de Skyrme. Las predicciones del método aquí presentado para la
sección eficaz total y para otros procesos fotonucleares, mediante el uso de varias parametrizaciones
de la interacción efectiva, son comparadas con los datos experimentales.

PACS: 25.20.Gf; 21.10.Re; 25.30.Cz

l. INTRODUCTION

The experimental data of photonuclear cross seetions on douhly closed-shell nuclei show
a eomplieated strueture. The giant dipole resonanee is normally observed as eomposed of
a series of peaks whose varying strength gives the general shape oC the resonanee. ~Iany
theoretieal elforts have heen proposed to reproduce up to sorne degree this strueture. Most
of these elforts are limited to shell-model eonfigurations with at most one nueleon in the
eontinuum. These ealculations yield eross seetions whose strueture is much simpler than
the experimental one. As it has heen shown hy Gillet el al. [1]' most of the observed
experimental structure can he reproduced if more complicated configurations like 2p-2h
are included.

In the present paper, '''.C study tlle dipoll> pliotolllH'I('ar giant resonancf' for tllt> slightly
defonned nuclei 12C amI 28Si, in the lp-lh approximation. \\'e make use of the eoupled-
chal1l1cl continuum random phasc approximation approach, which sC'ems to be the most

• Corresponden ce to Dr. A. Gómez: Instituto :L\acional de Investigaciones N'lIc1('ares, Departa-
mento del Acelerador, apartado postal 18-102i, 11801, Mpxico D.F., ~Iéxico.
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appropriate in the lp-lh mode!. The basic purpose is to investigate the predictions of the
theory for these nuelei using a velocity dependent p-h interaction and to find out how
much of the experimental structure can be reproduced in the lp-lh approximation.
It is true that we can not hope to reproduce the details of the structure of the dipole

resonance. However, at least the gross structure will be predicted. It is also tme that the
nuelei l2e and 28Si are slightly deformed, nevertheless we think that a lp-lh calculation
in a spherical basis is meaningful from a semiquantitative point of view.
A new method has been proposed by Udagawa and Kim [2] to calculate the nuelear

response in the continuum. In this theoretical approach the strength function is calcu-
lated within the frame of the continuum-random phase approximation. In this approach
a very efficient method has been introduced to solve the inhomogeneous coupled-channel
(CC) integro-differential equations obtained for partieles excited by an external force. The
large numoer amI complexity of the CC-equations has been handled by modifying the ba-
sic equations and applying the Lanczos method to solve them. The advantages of this
continuum RPA theory over others [3-5]lie mainly in the following points:

a) From a computational point of view, it is very efficient. That is, calculations for
resonances of different multipolarity and for different nuelei, ineluding heavy ones
is executed in a matter of seconds. This is due primarily to the manner in which
the CC-channel inhomogeneous equations obtained are modified and to the use of
the Lanczos method to solve them [6]. The f1exibility of our RPA has been proved
oy the calculations made for several nuelei ranging from light-medium nuelei such
as the electric dipole resonance on 4He, 160 and 40Ca [7]' to heavy nuelei such as
calculations for the monopole and quadmpole excitation modes on 90Zr and 208Pb [8].

o) The theory calculates simultaneously the p-h contrioutions to both, the direct emis-
sion and decay components of the total strength. This makes it possible to study
several photonuelear processes, such as total photonuelear cross section (-y, N) and
its components (-y,p) and (-y, n). The contributions coming from direct emission and
damping effects can be predicted. Partial reactions like (-y,po), ("Y, no), (-y,p¡), (-y, n¡),
etc., can oe equally calculated on the same footing.

In this work, we apply our continuum random phase approximation method to the
study of the electric dipole resonance in sorne slightly deformed nuelei. In particular, we
have focused our attention to the nuelei 12C aud 285i which from a theoretical point of
view are interesting to study for the following points:

a) The experimental results for the exci;ation function of several photonuelear processes
exhibit a complicated peak structure in the region of the resonance. As it is well
known, most of this structure can be reproduced in a 2p-2h or 3p-3h calculations [1,
91, however it is important to see how much of this structure can be reproduced in
a lp-lh approximation. For this purpose we have used a momentum dependent p-h
interaction. It has been shown that sorne of the structure can be reproduced with
thi, kind of elfective interaction for sorne spherical nuelei [lO]. Therefore, it is our
point to See if we can reproduce the main peak structure that the data show for the
dipole resonance for the nuelei l2e and 285i in our RPA method.
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b) It has been argued from both an experimental and theoretical basis that the ground
state of 28Si contains a considerable admixture (> 30%) of more complicated states.
Continuum caleulations of the cross section of the h/2-reaction channel resulting from
lp-Ih configurations greatly exceed the measured values as it has been shown by the
caleulation of Marangoni el al. [3]. The experimental integrated (¡,po) cross section
up to a ¡-ray energy of 25 MeV amounts to 21% of the giant electric photoabsorption
cross section which is much smaller than the caleulated 41%. In our caleulation with
the inelusion of a absorption potential to the excited partiele states, we expect to
reduce this overprediction.

A complete theoretical description of our continuum RPA formalism has been given
elsewhere [2,7], here only a very brief description of the model will be presented. Emphasis
will be given instead to the application to the nuelei considered.
Section 2 is dedicated to a brief mathematical description of our RPA mode!. Sections

3 and 4 are devoted to the application of the continunm RPA to caleulations in the nuelei
I2C and 28S1. Total photonuelear cross sections (¡, N) will be caleulated and compared
to experimental results. Partial components such as (¡,p) and (¡, n) will also be cale u-
lated. Photoemission processes like (¡,po), (¡,no), (¡,PI) and (¡,n¡) will be predicted
and whenever possible, comparison to experimental data will be made. Finally in Sect. 5,
a discussion of the results and final conelusions are given.

2. BRIEF TlIEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

The electromagnetic dipole resonance is generally produced by the dipole component of
the external electromagnetic field,

p= J drw+(r)p(r)w(r)

w+ and W are field creation and annihilation operators given by

(1)

w+(r) = I>Pp(r) at and
p

w(r) =L<Ph(r) al"
h

(2)

where p(r) = 2:" eeffrYI,,(f) is the dipole compollellt of the electromagnetic field, <Pp and
<Phare single-partiele alld hole wave fUllCtiollS, p actillg on the groulld state of the target
nueleus gives a superpositioll of lp-Ih states.
The total Hamiltonian for the lp-lh sta tes is cOllsidered as,

(3)

where Hh is the hole-nueleus Hamiltoniall, IIp = Tp + Up is the excited partiele Hamilto-
nian, consisting of the kinetic ellergy Tp alld the complex optical potential Up. \'ph is the
p-h interaction which is assumed to be a local two-body illteractioll.
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A hole-state 'I>h of the core-nueleus with (A - 1) partieles is given in terms of the
quantum numbers of the missing partiele.

The partiele Hamiltonian Hp ineludes an imaginary potential Up = Vp + ilVp, where
the absorptive potential IVp is introduced to account for more complicated configurations
(other than lp-Ih), not directly considered in the formalismo

\Ve have not attempted to determine our potentials in a selfconsistent way, instead the
Hartree-Fock potentials are sustituted by phenomenological average \Voods-Saxon poten-
tials whose parameters are determined by fitting the experimentally known partiele- and
hole-single partiele energies. It is important to notice that </>h as well as </>p are eigen-
functions of different I!amiltonians, namely lh and Hp, respectively. Also notice that </>h

represents the state of the core nueleus where only one partiele is lacking.
In our continuum RPA calculations the important quantity is the strength function

given by,

s = ~Im [- J drdr' p'(r)R(r,r';E)p(r')],

where the response function is defined as

(4)

(5)

and 1</>0)is the ground-state wave function. Further, (; is the partiele-hole Creen's function
of the target system,

(6)

where E is the excitation energy of the system. Using (; = (;0 + (;0 Vph(; where (;0 =
I/(E - Hh - Hp + if) and introducing complete sets J dr W+(r)W(r), then

R(r, r'; E) = Ro(r, r'; E) + J drldr; Ro(r, rl; E) Vph(r¡, r;) R(r;, r'; E); (7)

Ro is the free response,

Introducing the function ,\ defined by means of

J R(r,r';E)p(r')dr' = J Ro(r,r';E),\(r')dr',

then Eq. (7) can be written as

'\(r) = p(r) +J dr¡ dr; V(r, rl) Ro(r" r;; E),\(r;),

(8)

(9)

(10)
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therefore the strength function becomes

s = -;/m [jdrdr' p'(r) Ro(r, r'; E) '\(r')]

or more simply,

1
S = -- Im(pIGol'\).

11'

(11)

(12)

As shown in Ref. [7], the strength function for a given p-h can be divided into two
contributions:

(13)

S¡h being the direct-emission part and S~h the damping part given directly in terms of
the absorptive potential Wp of the particle potential Up = Vp + iWp. In fact,

with Iw) = Gol'\). The total emission and damping strengths are SI = Lph S¡h and

SI = LphS~h'
Finally the photoabsorption cross section can be calculated by

811'3(,\ + 1) 2~-1

a = '\[(2'\ + 1)!!j2 k~ S, (15)

where'\ = 1, for the dipole excitation. Clearly aph as well as a¡h and a~h can be calculated
for a particular p-h configuration.

3. ApPLICATION TO 12C AND 28S1

In this section, we apply our continuum nPA to the study the giant dipole resonance and
other photonuclear process in 12C and 28Si. A \Voods-Saxon potential will be used as an
average Hartree-Fock potential for both; the particle-Hamiltonian Hp as well as for the
hole-Hamiltonian Hh. The parameters of the average potential are delermined so as to fit
the experimental particle and hole single particle energies.

A momentum dependent interaction of the Skyrme form will be used for the interaction
of the particle and core nucleus. Four different parametrizations of the p-h interaction
will be used and final calculations will be performed with that parametrization that best
fits the experimental peak and width of the dipole resonance.
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\Ve consider a \Voods-Saxon optical potential which includes a spin-orbit term and a
Coulomb repulsive parto

Vo iWo 4iW8f(r) C bU(r) - ... _- -----~~+ (r) I
- 1+ J(r) 1+ J(r) [1+ J(r)]2 T,
_ V' [_ñ_]' 1 J(r) l. O"

O !n.C ar [1 + J(r)]2 ,

with J(r) = exp(r - R/a); the Coulomb term given by

(16)

¡Ze2C(r) = :e2 '[ _~]
2R 3 R2 '

r 2: R;

r < R.

Here "/!n.c is the Compton wavelength of the 7r-meson, R = roCA - 1)1/3 the radius
of the residual nucleus. The imaginary potentials are applied only to the excited particle
states to account for the effects of configurations more complicated than Ip-Ih which
are omitted in the Ip-Ih model. In this ca1culation, we adopt the single-particle energies
given by Endt and Van Der Leun [11]. The optica! potential parameters that reproduce the
experimental particle alJ(1 ho!e(core-nucleus) single-particle energies are given in Table 1.
The residual particle-hole interaction to be used is a zero-range momentum dependent
interaction of the Skyrme fonn, consisting of a two-body term

V(r¡, r2) = to(1 + xoP.)b(r¡ - r2) + !t¡[b(r¡ - r2)k2 + k'2b(r¡ - r2)]

+ t2kb(r¡ - r2)' k' + iWO(O"l + 0"2)' k x b(r¡ - r2)k', (17)

and a three-body term

The parametrizations of the interaction to be used in this work are shown in Table 11.

3.1. ¡2e ,'esults

Figure I shows the results obtained for the total photonuclear cross section a(-y, N)
(Eq. (15)) for 12C with the four parametrizations of the p-h interaction. As seen, the
results obtained by using sky2 and sky3 parametrizations are very similar. They give the
main resonance peak at about 20.7 MeV, while sky4 gives two main peaks shifted to lower
energies, the strongest at 19.5 MeV. Only skyl gives the correct position for the peak
eentere<1 at 22.2 "leV whieh is Very close to the observe<1 position for the eleetrie dipole
resonanee at 22.7 l\leV. At this POiI\t, we apply a surfaee absorptive potential to the skyl
ea1culation of the form 1V8(!\leV) = 0.05( E - Er), E being the particle energy in the center
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TABLE1. Single-particle energies and aptical patential parameters far 12C and 28Si.

protons neutrons

nlj < Vo V.o a (fm) TO (fm) nlj Vo \'.0 a (fm) TO (fm)

12C

ISI/2 32.0 64.46 7.5 0.53 1.2 lSI/2 35.1 63.96 7.5 0.53 1.2

11'3/2 15.95 67.66 7.5 0.53 1.2 11'3/2 18.71 67.12 7.5 0.53 1.2

11'1/2 1.94 57.2 7.5 0.53 1.2 11'1/2 4.95 60.8 7.5 0.53 1.2

2SI/2 -0.42 57.0 7.5 0.53 1.2 2SI/2 1.86 61.0 7.5 0.53 1.2

Id'/2 -1.57 59.0 7.5 0.53 1.2 ld./2 1.1 62.0 7.5 0.53 1.2

ld3/2 -6.28 57.0 7.5 0.53 1.2 ld3/2 -3.39 60.0 7.5 0.53 1.2

28Si

lSI/2 35.48 59.16 7.5 0.65 1.25 1.'1/2 43.90 61.08 7.5 0.65 1.25

11'3/2 24.17 60.0 7.5 0.65 1.25 11'3/2 28.41 57.92 7.5 0.65 1.25

11'1/2 19.45 58.45 7.5 0.65 1.25 11'1/2 22.3 54.09 7.5 0.65 1.25

Id'/2 11.57 60.03 7.5 0.65 1.25 Id'/2 17.21 59.97 7.5 0.65 1.25

2SI/2 2.75 50.02 7.5 0.65 1.25 2SI/2 8.5 54.0 7.5 0.65 1.25

ld3/2 1.37 566 7.5 0.65 1.25 ld3/2 7.2 56.0 7.5 0.65 1.25

1f, /2 -1.03 58.0 7.5 0.65 1.25 Ih/2 4.9 57.0 7.5 0.65 1.25

21'3/2 -1.60 52.0 7.5 0.65 1.25 21'3/2 3.6 54.0 7.5 0.65 1.25

11,/2 -7.0 56.0 7.5 0.65 1.25 11./2 -1.3 58.0 7.5 0.65 1.25

TABLE11. Parameters af the Skyrme Interactiall.

to tI 12 13 Xo
sky 1 -1057.3 235.9 -100.0 14463.5 0.56

sky 11 -1169.9 586.6 -27.1 9331.1 0.34

sky 11I -1128.75 395.0 -92.0 14000.0 0.45

sky IV -1205.6 765.0 35.0 5000.0 0.05

of mass system and Er the Fermi energy for elllission, Fig. 2 shows this calculation up to
an energy of 80 l\le V cOlllpared to the data af Ahrens et al. [121 As seen the excitation
function strength is very well predicted, the peak position has a small shift of 0.5 l\leV
to lawer energies aud the theoretical width is 5.3 MeV, 0.8 MeV larger than the recently
experimental data of 4.5 l\leV af ReL [131. For energies l>igger than 35 MeV the decay
of the croSS section coincides excellently well with that observed. The peak at 17.4 MeV
corresponds to protan elllissian frolll the d,/2p"3/2 configuration.
The calculated contributians (-y,n) and (-y,p) are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 cOlllpared to

the data of Berman and Fultz [141 ami of Ahrens et al. [12], respectivcly. The calcnlated
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FIGURE 1. Total photoabsorption eross seelion for 12C with a p-h interaelion of the Skyrme
form, where absorption pOlentials have not been applied. The solid line represents our eaJculation
with the skyl parametrization, the dotted line with the sky3, the dashed line with sky2, and the
dotted-dashed line with thc sky4 parallletrization.

(-y, n) eross seetion gives well the position of the resonanee, however at the peak, the
magnitude is s¡¡ghtly overpredieted by about 1 mb and the width is 1.1 MeV larger. The
eorresponding (-Y,)I) eaJculation deeays more slowly than the observed values, although
the width is very well predieted.
\Ve now turn our attention to the energy integrated eross seetion. In Fig. 5, we show

the eaJculation obtained with our model for the energy integrated total photonuclear eross
seetion eompared to the eorresponding experimental data [31. Evidently our curve grows
faster than the experimental points, tltis is due to tite faet that tite p-It interaetion is
velocity dependent as it will be diseussed iu tite next seetion. Figure 6 sltows the energy
integrated (/, N) and its (-Y,)I) and (-y, n) eontributions, and Fig. 7 shows the eontributions
to tite total energy integrated (-y, N) eross seetion from pure emission al [7].

3.2. 28 Si results

The experimental proton single particle and hole energies of ReL [61and neutron energies
of ReL [15] are fitted by using tite Woods-Saxon potential parameters shown in Table I.
Tite total photonuclear excitation funetion ealculated up to 50 MeV with sky2 and sky3
parametrizations of the p-It interaction is shown in Figs. 8a ami 8b, respeetively. The
corresponuing experimental data are of Ahrens el al. [l2J anu an absorptive potential
11'8 as determined by l\lahaux [161 Itas been applied. Figures Re and 8d show the same
ealculation for tite skyl anu sky4 parametrizations. Tite ealculation with skyl amI sky4
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FIGURE 8. a) Total photonuclear cross section COl' 2.Si using the sky2 parametrization oC the
Skyrme interaction. The experimental data are taken Crom ReC.[121.

give a concentration of strength centered at energies around 21.5 MeV and 16.2 MeV,
respectively, whieh are too far from the expeeted at 19.8 MeV, however the eorresponding
ealculations with sky2 and sky3 are eentered at 19.7 MeV and 20.6 MeV whieh are very
close to the expeeted result. Cleady all the ealculations overprediet the experimental
resonanee width.
With regard to the integrated photoabsorption eross seetion. The large values obtained

for the deeay width will neeessarilly give large vallles for the integrated eross seetion. This
is in part due to the momentum-dependent p-h interaetion used in oue ealculations sinee,
it is expeeted that sueh an interaetion will eonduet to results over the Thomas-Reiehe-
Khun (T-R-K) classical limit [17]. In Fig. 9, we show our ealculations eompared to the
data of ReC. [181. The ealculations with sky1 and sky3 give closer results, although the
sky2 and sky4 saturate faster.
The ealculated (-y, p) eross seetions for the sky2 and sky3 parametrizations are presented

in Fig. 10, the experimental data are taken from ReC. [191and finally the (-y,p) eross seetion
for the sky2 ealeulation is shown in Fig. 11 together with its main p-h eomponents.

4. DISCUSSION OF IlESULTSAND COI'CLUSIONS

Going baek to Fig. 1 for the total photoabsorption eross seetion in 12C, it can be seen that
for this nucleus the Skyrme interaetion has in general a ,'ery strong momentum-dependent
eomponent. This causes that the maiú peak of the dipole resonanee be pushed to lower
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SI/2P~/2 and d3/2P~/~ transitions.

energies from the observed experimentally at 22.7 MeV. This momentum dependenee is
strongest for the sky4 parametrization and smaller in the skyl. Although the sky2 and sky3
parameters give very similar results, there is a slight shift of lhe sky2 interaelion to lower
energies. This behavior is not strange, it is well known that strong density dependent terms
sueh as those in skyl and sky3 have a repulsive effeet while strong momentum dependent
terms like sky2 and sky4, an attractive effect. The weak velocity dependence and strong
density dependence of the skyl interaction allows it to lit the expected resonance position.
Figure 2 shows that by using the skyl interaction, we have a excellent lit of the tolal cross
seetion up to energies less than 70 MeV. The peak at 17.6 MeV corresponds to pure proton
emission from the conliguration d5/2P3/~' The theoretical overprediction of the damping
width (0.8 MeV) in the region of the giant resonance is a general consequence of lhe
Skyrme interaction when used with absorptive potentials [7,17). An immediate effect of
this overprediction is also evident in the integrated sum-rule shown in Fig. 5, where our
ealculated curve grows a little faster in the resonance regio n than the experimental data. It
has been shown by Ring and Schuek [17) that a momentum dependent interaction without
exchange mixtures does not obey the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule classical limit,

fo
OO NZ

alotal = atE) dE '" 60.0 -o A l\1eV-mb,

which for 12C is 180 mh-l\1eV. Our ealculation goes over that limit al 35.2 l\1eV and
saturates at about 150 l\1eV with the limit of 200 mb-l\1eV. For higher energies our results
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agree with the data of Mainz [121, for instanee at 35, lOO and 140 I\leV, we get for the
integrated eross seetion 178.75, 279.24 and 287.01 mb-MeV, while the eorresponding data
at the same energies are 171, 291 and 342 mb-MeV respeetively. The proton and neutron
eontributions to the total sum rule are 58.5% and 41.5% at 35 ¡'vleV, 57.7% and 42.13%
at lOO MeV and 57.73% and 42.25% at 140 MeV respeetively, in faet at lOO ~leV, the
ratio J dEa(¡,p)j J dEa(-y,n) takes the value 1.373 diminishing very slowly for greater
energies.

Another interesting point is the relati,'e eontribution to the tolal eross seetion from
direet single particle emission and from damping into more eomplieated deeay ehannels.
As it was defined in Ref. [7], al refers lo direet emission inlo lhe eontinuum from a hale
orbit and depends on lhe real part of lhe parlicle potential Up = vp + ¡\Vp, while the
spreading eontribution al is proportional to the absorption strength 51, i.e.,

I( _ 871"3(>,+1) .2'\-1 I
a -y, N) - '\[(2'\ + 1)!!j2 k1 S,

where ,\ is equal I for the dipole resonanee, k'\ is the photon wavenumber and the total
strengh is S = 51 + 51, 51 being its direet emission eonlrihulion.

Figure 7 shows that most of the eross seetion fOmes from direet particle emission, while
the spreading into more eomplex eonligurations than Ip-1h increases slowly with the exci-
tation energy. As a matter of faet the dalllping elfeet reaehes ils highest inerease preeiscly
at the peak of lhe resonanee at 22.7 ~leV where lhere is a high degree of eolleetivity.

As a general eornlllent of our results, the overestilllation of the damping widths in
our ealculations is a direet elfeet of the Skyrme interaetion when used wilh absorptive
potentials. As it has been pointed out by Cavignato el al. [lO] a eontrarO' elfeet oeeurs
when a self-eonsistent ealculation is applied, however it is clearlO' seen, that there will be
an inerease in the damping width if one tries to lit the strength of the resonanee by the
use of an absorptive potentia!. Reeently new experimental data [20,21] reveal that there is
evidenee of an experimental underestimation in the eontrihution from the (-y, pn) ehanncl,
where the photon interaets a proton-neutron pair in the target nucleus, the proton is
ernitted while the neutron absorbs the reeoil momentum, a more precise measurement of
these elfeets is needed to verify the strength of the deeay into this ehanne!.

For the case of 28Si, we have a similar behaviour of the SkO'rrne interaetion. The sky2 and
sky4 show a strong momentum lerm, therefore pushing the resonanee to lower energies,
while skyl and skO'3 to higher energies. The ealculations with skO'2 and sky3 parametriza-
tions reproduce well the position of the main peak of the dipole resonanee at 19.8 MeV,
having a small shift of 0.1 MeV for the skO'2 ealculation and of 0.8 ~leV for the eorre-
sponding sky3. The ealculated width is (jf 7.5 MeV for sky2 and 7.9 I\leV for skO'2 and
sky3 respcctively. Thc llH'asurC'd data is 5.1 !\lcV {12J, tlit'refore thf're an ovef('stimatiotl
of 2.4 ~leV and 2.8 I-leV for th,'se ealculations. Some of the basie resouanee strudure is
ohtained in our ealculations, the sky2 giV<'sthn'e main lH'aks at 17.4G, 19.4 amI 22.1 ~leV
and the sky3 three peaks at 17.5, 20 and 22.G I\leV, while the experimental data show
main peaks at 18.2G, 19.0, 20.24 and 21.4 ~leV. The main p-h componenls contrihutiug
to these peaks are h/2dr;/2 for protons aud h/2dr;A and SI/2P'3/2 for neutrons.
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Figure 9 shows again the characteristic behaviour of the Skyrme interaction. The in-
creasing decay of the integrated dipole sum rule according lo degree of influence of the
momentum and density dependent terms of the parametrizations used. Therefore, sky4
decays faster, then sky2, finally sky3 and skyl. All four are aboye the T-R-K classicallimit
which for this case is 420 mb.MeV. Finally the main p-h transitions to the total (-y,p) are
show in Fig. 11, clearly the h/2d~/2' P3/2d~A and f5/2d~/~ give the main contributions,
espeeially at the peak at 19.8 MeV.

\Ve may conclude our analysis by establishing the basic features found in our calcula-
tions. It is possible to use the Skyrme interaction in the study of the dipole resonance
in light nuclei. There is a parametrization of the interaction that fits the experimental
data of several photonuclear processes, either for 12C (sky1) 01' 28Si (sky2). The use of
a momentum dependent p-h interaction with an absorptive potential leads in general to
an overestimation of the decay width of exeitation functions amI of integrated sum rules.
A systematics on the behaviour of exeitation functions has also been established for the
Skyrme interaetion; sky1 and sky3 have a slrong repulsive densit.y dependenee meanwhile
sky2 and sky4 have strong atlraelive veloeity dependenee.

Clearly the main experimental resonanee peak strueture has been reprodueed by our
ealculations for the lwo nuclei sludied here, exisling only small shifts from lhe expeeted
peak positions. This shows again that a 1p-1h ealculation is in some cases able to reproduce
sorne of the basie structure of lhe giant resonanee. The results of our ealculalions for the
dipole resonanee in the slightly deformed nucle; here presented show the effeetiveness of
our nPA method, the next step will be the applieation of our method lo heavier and more
deformed nuclei iu a future work.
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